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17. Definitions 

 Certain terms used herein are defined as follows: 

 Access Code 

The term “Assess Code” denotes a uniform five or seven digit access code assigned by the 
Company to an individual Customer. The five digit access code has the form 10XXXX, and 
the seven digit code has the form 950-1XXX or 950-0XXX. 

 Access Minutes 

For the purpose of calculating chargeable usage, the term “Access Minutes” denotes 
Customer usage of exchange facilities in the provision of intrastate or foreign service.  On 
the originating end of an intrastate or foreign call, usage is measured from the time the 
originating end user’s call is delivered by the Company to, and acknowledged as received 
by, the Customer’s facilities connected with the originating exchange.  On the terminating 
end of an intrastate or foreign call, usage is measured from the time the calls are received 
by the end user in the terminating exchange.  Timing of usage at both originating and 
terminating ends of an intrastate or foreign call shall terminate when the calling or called 
party disconnects, whichever event is recognized first in the originating and terminating 
exchanges, as applicable. 

 Access Tandem 

The term “Access Tandem” denotes a Company or centralized equal access provider 
switching system that provides a concentration and distribution function for originating or 
terminating traffic between end offices and a Customer designated premises. 

Answer/Disconnect Supervision 

The Term “Answer/Disconnect Supervision” denotes the transmission of the switch trunk 
equipment supervisory signal (off-hook or on-hook) to the Customer’s point of termination 
as an indication that the called party has answered or disconnected. 

Attenuation Distortion 

The term “Attenuation Distortion” denotes the difference in loss at specified frequencies 
relative to the loss at 1004 Hz, unless otherwise specified. 
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